
 

Two Casks Fleeting by Michel Couvreur  
(Q Edition bottled in 2021) 
 
PRODUCER  
Michel Couvreur has been producing whisky in Burgundy since 1978, and has established himself 
as the region's authority on the subject. He takes the finest whiskies from Scotland and ages them 
to perfection in his secluded barrel caves. With such a limited supply, each bottle he makes is one 
of the ultimate treasures you can attain in the whisky world. The Two casks Fleeting is the only 
Couvreur’s expression aged in Port pipas! 
DISTRICT Burgundy   
CATEGORY: Single Malt Whisky 
DISTILLATE Golden Promise (historical variety of barley that produces spirits with great 
complexity)  
DISTILLATION DATE November 13, 2010   
AGE 10 YO  
DISTILLATION DEGREE: 70% AbV 

NATURAL DEGREE 54% AbV  
BOTTLE DEGREE 54% AbV.  Either for very 
limited editions or very old whiskies, we take 
the liberty to bottle without water dilution. 
BOTTLES PRODUCED 2,000 bottles (0,50 l) 
and 12 magnums  
BOTTLING DATE February 3rd, 2021 
DISTILLERY As usual we won’t disclose the 
name of the distillery that has partnered with 
us in order to produce this limited expression, 
but we can say that it’s located in the 
Highlands (North West of Scotland)    
BARRELS USED Two pipes from Grahams 
and Symington Deware, 35 years old. 600 
liters full capacity. Some volume has been 
lost during the maturation and the casks 
weren’t filled completely in order to develop a 
hint of oxidative notes.   
CELLAR ZONE The casks are left in the 
medium humid cellar zone in which the 
angel’s share is not so relevant.  
PRESENTATION Couvreur has purchased  
freshly emptied old Porto Colheita pipes that 
powerfully smell of Ruby’s fruitiness and 
Tawny complexity. Burnt red at sight with  
aromas of cereals, almonds and red fruit. 

The mouthfeel is tight, nervous and spicy. The finish is broad and dominated by a rancio note. A 
delicate and subtle maturation for sure. Keeping energy and concentration, the whisky has been  
bottled at natural strength at 54% AbV.   
SERVICE TEMPERATURE 18°C. Serve it neat or with some drops of water.  
FOOD PAIRING Excellent option for cheeses like Stilton and nuts (just like Porto!).   


